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EDITOR’S NOTE

T

he Inkwell editorial process moves along at a glacial pace.
Whereas the editors of most other publications find
themselves rushing to produce a collection every week,
month, or quarter, we publish just one slim volume each
year. This is because our writers—all of them tutors at the
Writing Center—have the entire academic year to write their
articles. In Fall Quarter their ideas anneal into rough drafts,
then in Winter they refine their drafts so that they are ready
for us to collaboratively edit in Spring. It is with Evergreen’s
ethos of exploration that these articles have been created and
re-created in this commodious and deliberate process.
As a “Guide to Student Writing at Evergreen,” Inkwell 11 is
replete with insights from people who think seriously about the
many issues that arise from the collisions of writing, academia,
and social justice. This year, we have a lively contrast of topics.
While Morgana Faye writes about journaling, reading, and
dreaming as practices that can co-construct the groundwork
for healing in Drawing Strength from Words, Logan
Stokes writes about folding his passion for music into his
Academic Statement in his collage essay Music, Writing,
and the Academic Statement: A Written Reverie.
While Beth Cook writes in an interactive, hybrid form about
allyship in fiction in her essay Solidarity in Fiction, Emily
Gray provides us with the useful tool of the reverse outline
in Reading as a Writer: The Reverse Outline. In
Grammar Does(n’t) Matter, Rachel Larrowe speaks to
the conflicting ways that student writers relate to grammar,
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and in Holding Space: Preserving the Writer’s Voice,
Noah Gokul examines the roles of reflective listening in
the Writing Center. And in Teaching Writing: Faculty
Responses to Student Writing at Evergreen, Ariel Birks
synthesizes interviews she conducted with faculty to create a
lively and compelling conversation about how they interact
with undergraduate work. This issue also features three short,
interspersed, poetic reflections by myself on the nature of
words and how they affect, change, and stir us.
From all of us at the Writing Center, thank you for reading
Inkwell 11. We hope you find these writings useful, and we
encourage you to continue the conversations we have begun
here.

Matt Turner
Publication Editor, 2015-16

DEDICATION
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For the words that have done nothing
except invite the light to die in the lindens.
For the words that failed to be music.
For the words that were to endure
the soft demolition of our times.
For the words that were all shot
through by policy.
For the words that were transfigured in the digital.
For the words that form delays.
For the words that died, themselves, in the lindens.
For the words that . . .
For the words.
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HOLDING SPACE:
preserving the
writer’s voice
Noah Gokul

Y

ou walk by someone you know and they ask, “How are
you?” This is how we greet each other in Western society.
Within our fast-paced lifestyle, when you begin to tell someone
how you are, are you granted the time to truly be heard? We
all have judgments, prejudices, and ideas whirling around our
think-space. It is difficult to hush our thoughts because we
have been taught to think when we should listen.
The title I hold as a writing tutor exudes the message that
my time is valuable and should not be wasted. When I hear
a writer say, “I don’t want to take too much of your time,”
I hear that they have been taught that their writing is not
worthy of time spent, that their voice is undeserving of time
put in.
Society’s powerful machine doesn’t realize that all of our voices
matter. To value one voice over another is to value the health of
one part of the body over another. My time is valuable because
I have the capability of contributing to the web through which

9
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we are linked, to listen knowing the writer’s voice and time
are equal to mine.
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One of a writing tutor’s responsibilities is to hold space. The
small moments between two people are sacred; they are where
society’s microcosms are faced, where identity and humanity
can be experienced. Listening creates a space where cultures
of ethnicity, place, and experience meet in the middle. My
identity crosses paths with yours, while all around us are the
norms of white culture. Academic spaces have the pressure of
conformity looming over them. At times, I question whether
it is my voice giving feedback to you, or if it is the AngloAmerican channeled through me, because I, too, breathe this
culture. Am I a spokesperson for the norm, contributing to
drowning your voice? Or am I fighting the norm, by listening
for cultural roots in your writing, so that your voice can
surface?
During a session, I try to be aware of my reaction to your
presence and story. The only way I am able to not become
the oppressor is if I acknowledge how the oppressor thinks—
how I think. As a male, I’ve been taught to use a rigid and
authoritative tone. I’ve been taught to assert what is right and
speak from a place of logic. I’ve been taught to tell you your
story doesn’t make sense when that’s not what you’re asking
about. The authority of my voice can have the power of
silencing from a place of privilege.
So when I sit with you to work on your paper, I am still,
silent; I hush the thoughts about my day. I lean forward in
attunement and speak in a warm, inviting tone, the voice
I use when speaking with people I feel close to. I word my
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feedback so that it is not the final answer, but a contribution
to the writing process. My truth is my own subjective input,
and it does not represent all truths.
Tutoring involves cultural negotiations. I inform you about
the cultural demands that could compromise your voice as
a writer, such as writing objectively, in a logical form, and
using Standard Academic English. All of these things can
come up for me in a tutoring session, if I am really listening.
A successful negotiation only happens when I am able to
receive.
What are your needs as a writer? How can I hold a space
for you to gain the confidence to listen to your own wisdom?
You are the expert on your life and the expert on your own
needs. Your values, passions, and experiences may be different
from mine, but a space held with the intention of reflection,
listening, and respect is a space where your voice can emerge. ◊
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DRAWING STRENGTH
FROM WORDS
13
Morgana Faye

PART ONE: WRITING TO HEAL
We use words every day. We speak, we write, we use language
to form our thoughts and understand our emotions. The
power of language allows us to communicate, to create, and
to learn. Language also has the power to harm, silence, and
oppress. I suggest we use the power of language for something
positive: self-healing.
Writing doesn’t just let me be myself, it lets me know myself. Some days
writing acts as my companion, others as my translator. When I write,
I can ask myself questions and give myself answers. When I put my
thoughts down on paper, they gain a texture. I can weave them into a
fabric, something I can touch. Writing gives flesh to abstraction. It is my
mind made visible, my soul made pen and ink.
Wayne Muller writes, “Our own wounds can be vehicles for
exploring our essential nature, revealing the deepest textures
of our heart and soul, if only we will sit with them, open
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ourselves to the pain…without holding back, without blame.”1
This is how I see journaling. Let your notebook be a sacred
space for healing through processing, release, and discovery.
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Writing teaches me to be gentle with myself, to let myself be. I often
have stories that feel fully formed inside my head, but when I sit down
to work on them, I can’t translate my thoughts to paper. I have learned
that some stories need time to incubate before they can be brought into
existence. I just let myself write about something else, anything else, to
give these stories the room they need. They will be ready one day, and
I will be here to write them.

PART TWO: STARTING AND
MAINTAINING A PRACTICE
“Writing to heal requires no innate talent, though we become
more skilled as we write, especially wben we pay careful
attention to the process of our writing. Every published
writer was once a beginner. Even seasoned writers, facing
a new project, must start anew, begin again.” 2
Above all else, journaling is about the process rather than
the product. While you may end up with a beautiful piece of
prose or a fantastic poem, what you write in your journal can
be messy and doesn’t have to make sense. All that matters is
that you enjoy yourself and not stress about what ends up on
the paper.
1  Wayne Muller, Legacy of the Heart: The Spiritual Advantages of a Painful Childhood
(New York: Touchstone, 1993), 36.
2  Louise DeSalvo, Writing as a Way of Healing: How Telling Our Stories Transforms
Our Lives (Boston: Beacon Press, 2000), 15.
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If you’re having trouble coming up with something to write
about just ask yourself, what is true for me right now? Natalie
Goldberg suggests, “Whatever’s in front of you is a good
beginning. Then move out onto all streets. You can go
anyplace. Tell me everything you know. Don’t worry if what
you know you can’t prove or haven’t studied… Own anything
you want in your writing and then let it go.”3
The best part of writing is that I am not only the one speaking, but also
the one listening. Truth is being present with myself and noticing. My
truth can evolve; it can change from day to day or minute to minute.
Allow journaling to be a space where you’re truly gentle
with yourself. You don’t need to feel silly if you used “there”
instead of “they’re,” or if your thoughts don’t flow, or if after
ten minutes of writing you didn’t get where you wanted to. Let
yourself have fun and let yourself express your sadness. This
practice is yours. Trust your instincts; trust yourself.
Every time I place pen to paper or put my fingers to the keyboard, I get
a little bit closer to knowing myself, to knowing my process. Everything
I’ve written I’ve had to write to be able to get here.

3  Natalie Goldberg, Writing Down the Bones: Freeing the Writer Within (Boulder:
Shambhala Press, 1986), 36.

15
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PART THREE: READING TO HEAL
“People may assume that writing is a creative act while
reading is passive, but this is only if we’re reading for
information. For the seeker, reading symbolic prose is a
transformative enterprise that requires engagement.” 4
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Reading may not, at first, seem like a self-care practice. Many
feel like reading is more of an obligation than a comfort. As
someone who reads very slowly, I sympathize. Books that
others finish in a day may take me half a week to wade
through. But, like writing, reading is something that you can
practice. Once you know how to read, the activity can open
you up to infinite possibilities for learning and nourishment.
When I read, I hold whole worlds within my imagination. I find myself
in the characters I encounter, find my home in the places, find my loved
ones, my trials, my joys. I discover my difficulties paralleled in another’s—
I feel like I am not alone in my struggles.
Reading, like journaling, is a practice in empathy. Stepping
into another’s world, even if that world is fictional, can expose
you to new ways of thinking, and provide you with problemsolving skills and inspiration.
There is no shame in imitation. When I find a writer I love, their words
become a part of my own, and I draw motivation and courage from them.
How you read can be based entirely on what works best for
you. Do you prefer reading early in the mornings or late in
the evenings? Do you need to be comfortable or a little out of
4   Irina Achildiyev, forward to “Writing from the Well,” Inkwell, vol. 6 (Kent:
All Access, 2011).
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your element to stay alert? A great technique to stay engaged
with the book you’re reading is to read aloud. This lets you
taste the words and hear the music in them. Reading, then,
becomes a whole body experience that engages multiple
senses.
I like to write all over my books because it lets me feel like
I am having a dialogue with the author.5 When something
confuses me, I’ll write question marks next to the passage.
When a thought, question, or association comes up, I’ll write
it in the margins. If you don’t feel comfortable writing in your
book, or if it’s borrowed, keep a scrap of paper folded in the
pages on which to jot down what you’re feeling, thinking, or
wondering about.

PART FOUR: DREAMING TO HEAL
Ever since I learned to read, I began devouring any book
I could get my hands on: the more fantastic and bizarre
the story, the better. I grew up on Daniel Pinkwater, David
Almond, and Patricia A. McKillip, and because of this, my
dreaming mind has always been provided with wonderful
material with which to create stories.
In my dreams I am told stories. Stories about my needs, my wants, my
secrets. These stories reveal new pieces of myself, pieces I can heal or
nurture.
Many writers and artists use dream imagery as inspiration for
their work. I find dream journaling to also be a meditative
5   For more information on annotation, see Natasha Russi’s article in Inkwell,
vol. 10, “Changing the Text: Annotation as Interaction.”
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act. When I write down my dreams, I’m able to start my day
off with the satisfaction of having gotten something down
on paper. Dream journaling helps me to process charged or
frightening dreams so that intense feelings I have upon waking
don’t linger with me throughout the day.

18

PART FIVE: DRAWING STRENGTH
FROM WORDS
“Art is to console those who are broken by life.” 6
A writer’s skills do not arise out of inherent talent, but are
strengthened through discovery. We must learn resilience over
perfection and curiosity over effortlessness. The best gift we
can hope for is the drive to keep honoring our processes.
Allow yourself to get excited about writing. Just because you
love writing poetry doesn’t mean you’ll love writing short
stories, and just because you love writing short stories doesn’t
mean you’ll love writing poetry. That’s okay. You can love
what you love, and your loves may change. One day you might
find yourself bringing that joy you get from short stories into
a poem.
As a student, I often feel like I am writing for someone else.
Journaling lets me write for myself. My journal is a sacred
space to use however I like without anyone grading or
critiquing me. When faced with the task of writing to hand
in, the blank page can seem daunting. With journaling, allow
6   Julia Glum, “Vincent Van Gogh Quotes: Sayings, Paintings by The ‘Starry
Night’ Artist On His 162nd Birthday,” International Business Times, last modified
March 30, 2015.
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it to feel liberating. Sit on a park bench and write the dialogue
you think the birds are having, write a grocery list without any
consideration of budget, write a heartfelt letter to someone
you miss. Find excitement in pulling your thoughts down onto
that open space; find wonder in the messes you can make.
The more I write, the more I love it. My words wrap around me. They
are my ribcage protecting my heart, but giving it ample room to beat and
to break when it needs to. Writing offers me a space for healing, a space
where I can see myself anew. ◊
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They set these words adrift in our hands
To fling the indiscriminate light of them
To pin them to the melted surface
To wield them unredacted
To shudder the teeth of older languages
To deepen their material with not disappearing
And count our bodies among them

21
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SOLIDARITY
IN FICTION
Beth Cook

I

write fiction. Stories sprout and blossom within me, and my
spirit needs to write like my body needs to move.

I also have a lot of privilege.
Privilege can feel, well, icky. But you can’t just take it off like
a pair of wet socks, and you can’t give your privilege away to
someone who doesn’t have it. I understand the impulse—in
an effort to amplify the voices of marginalized writers, it’s
tempting to stop writing altogether, thinking, “My voice isn’t
needed, wanted, or important.”
I know the publishing industry mirrors the rest of American
life: the voices of the überprivileged1 are the most prominent.
But I also know there are those working within the industry
to change this, using their privilege, as sci-fi author Tricia
1   My own term for white, middle- or upper-class, heterosexual, cisgender,
neurotypical, able-bodied men.
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Sullivan puts it, “to actively seek out and nurture and promote
and read and talk about . . . marginalized writers.”2
Allyship isn’t necessarily about self-censoring, and shutting
down entirely keeps the burden of work on the shoulders
of those who have carried it all along. Long before the word
ally was a noun, it was a verb. You have to do something. Just
as there’s a time to stay silent, listen, and learn, there’s also
time to speak up. When that time comes, what are you going
to say?

WORLD-BUILDING3
>Welcome, New Player.
Please select a world.
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>Olympia, Washington,
United States of
America, Earth

Hacked.
Again.
Your computer makes
the start-up noise, and
you rub your knuckles
across your eyebrows.
These aren’t the
ordinary twelve-yearold trolls3 who hacked

>Player-created world
of Eldrin

There is darkness. And in the
darkness, a seed grows. A tiny green
shoot, pale and tender and new. It
grows stronger and brighter and
sends out leaves. It turns into a vine,
and on the vine there is a pod. The
pod ripens and cracks open and out
tumbles a small green something,
alive and breathing and aware―a
podling.

2   Tricia Sullivan, “Walking the Walk,” Diversity in YA, accessed July 11, 2016.
3   Troll: a person who posts inflammatory, extraneous, or off-topic messages
in an online community with the deliberate intent of provoking an emotional
response or of otherwise disrupting normal on-topic discussion, often for their
own amusement.
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your account last time
and changed your
avatar into a purple
succubus. These jerks
know what they’re
doing.

>Use your arrow keys to
control the podling’s
movement.

First they doxxed4
you, then MRAs5
started calling you
and showing up at
soccer practice. On
top of that, they
deleted your account,
wiping away four
years of work.

>Welcome, podling. This is
your beginning. You have
already started the process
of becoming. You will try
new forms and expressions,
meet other adventurers, and
discover new worlds.

Now you have to start

again from scratch.
45

I

The podling pulses and rolls and tries
to grow. “Mmph,” it says. It kicks and
stretches itself into different shapes.

A pinprick of light appears in the
blackness and grows in a rush,
enveloping the podling.
>Where would you like to
begin?

s the world of your story the same world we live in (or pretty
darn close to it) and therefore has the same power structures,
or are you creating an alternate world? If you choose our
world, the power structures of privilege and oppression have
already been chosen for you. So keep in mind that if your
main character experiences a targetship6 that you don’t, you
need to do your research; your character’s experience will be
integral to their identity.
4   Doxx: to search for and publish private or identifying information about a
particular individual on the Internet, typically with malicious intent.
5   MRAs: Men’s Rights Activists, who claim that feminism is against equality
and oppresses men.
6   Targetship: marginalization or oppression, when people are divided as
either agents (receiving advantages or privilege) or targets (receiving liabilities or
oppression). [See Leticia Nieto and Margo F. Boyer, “Ask Leticia: Understanding
Oppression,” ColorsNW, March 2016, accessed July 11, 2016.]
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If you choose to create an alternate world, you may feel the
temptation of utopia. Why can’t we all just get along? Some call
idealism foolish, but writer ard educator Walidah Imarisha
says the ability to imagine an ideal world is necessary for
creating social change in our own:

26

When organizers imagine a world without poverty,
without war, without borders or prisons—that’s
science fiction. They’re moving beyond the
boundaries of what is possible or realistic, into
the realm of what we are told is impossible. Being
able to collectively dream those new worlds means
that we can begin to create those new worlds here.
We believe that visionary fiction is not utopian; it’s
realistic and it’s hard, because that’s the world we
live in, but ultimately it’s hopeful.7
The presence of power structures in fiction is inevitable,
because without them, there would be no story. Even if your
protagonist isn’t trying to topple an oppressive empire, an
imbalance of power still exists somewhere. Even if all your
character wants is something simple like a drink of water
or a moment of peace and quiet, someone or something is
withholding it. Whether the power structures in the world
you create are the same as or different than those of our own
world, they move the story along by building tension, conflict,
and action.
Imagine all the beautiful utopias you can fill your heart with.
But when you begin to write, put them out of reach of your
protagonist. The story is in the struggle.
7   Walidah Imarisha (interviewed by Kristian Williams), “Demanding the
Impossible: Walidah Imarisha Talks About Science Fiction and Social Change,”
Bitch Media, accessed July 11, 2016.
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TO WRITE BEYOND YOUR
EXPERIENCE OR NOT?
>Fill in your profile
>Write beyond your
own experience

>Mirror your own
experience
>Name: Zorina Zephyr
>Pronouns: She/her
>Species: Half wood elf,
half river otter
>Land of origin: Maddysen
Plains
>Occupation/skills:
Wordsmith (story lines)
>Member of: NaNoWriMo;
Church of Bloggessianism;
8 Dregs and Vestiges

>Name: Riuna Soben
>Pronouns: Xe/xem/xyr
>Species: Huldra
>Land of origin:
Jhyrran Desert
>Occupation/skills:
Troll hunter (hack
prevention)
>Member of: QuILTBAG8
Collective; Ministry of
Silly Walks

S

hould you attempt to write characters who experience
oppression where you do not? First, examine your own
motivation for wanting to do so in the first place—is it to tell
a cool story, or to save the world? If you feel yourself wanting
to don a superhero cape, try to take a step back and let those
in marginalized groups speak for themselves. Speaking for
others is not your responsibility. And because you can’t do
full justice to an experience you haven’t lived, you’re going
to get it wrong.
8   Alternative acronym for LGBTQIA+.
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Marginalized groups need allies, not saviors. Malinda Lo,
author and co-founder of Diversity in YA, writes: “Allies are
important. . . . The sad, disgusting truth is that white men
can often get things done, because of their privilege, that
non-white men cannot.”9 Yes, you are going to make mistakes.
But if you’ve done your homework, if your motivation comes
from a place of solidarity, and if you know that a cast full of
überprivileged characters is grossly unappealing and just plain
unrealistic, I think that’s a place to start.

28

The world is an incomprehensibly diverse place, so why
wouldn’t your fiction try to mirror that? Science fiction and
fantasy writer Nisi Shawl suggests that “if they ignore nondominant cosmologies and traditions and exclude them from
their work and their libraries, writers and readers could be
said to have contributed to their erasure. How to resolve this
conflict? Thoughtfully.”10

9  

Malinda Lo, “On Two Boys Kissing,” Malinda Lo, accessed July 11, 2016.

10   Nisi Shawl, “Appropriate Cultural Appropriation,” The Internet Review of
Science Fiction, accessed July 11, 2016.
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VAGUE OR EXPLICIT: TARGETSHIP
AND CHARACTER DESCRIPTION
>You have entered into group
chat with your guild
>Vague
>Talwyn Whisperglade:
you’d seriously get to
intern with one of the
game’s creators?
>Taji Aurese: take down
the trolls from the
inside! srsly, doxx
those guys right back
>Riuna Soben: I’m not
doxxing anyone, I don’t
care how evil they are
>Ca’Lelle Deerborn:
we can’t disband the
guild, you just got
back!

Oh, Ca’Lelle. Mama Bear.
Her water-dragon avatar
makes a fluid bouncing
motion even when standing
still. It matches the nervous
sucking noise she makes
when she chews on her lips.

>Explicit
>Riuna Soben: I didn’t
tell him I’d accepted, I
said I’d think about it
>Taji Aurese: dooo eeeet
>Ca’Lelle Deerborn: how
long do you get to think
about it?
>Riuna Soben: . . .
>Ca’Lelle Deerborn: Riiii
>Riuna Soben: 24 hours
>Ca’Lelle Deerborn: D:<
!!!!!!!

You rub your fists into your
face and groan. Of course
this would trigger Ca’Lelle’s
PTSD. You want to reach
through the screen, hug her,
and kiss the scars on her
arms.

29
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V

ague character descriptions often look like hinting.
This option can be done well, but you should know
all that comes with it. This includes the trap of readers’
assumptions: people will likely imagine any given character
as überprivileged. Writer and editor Carrie Cuinn describes
her experience: “I kept getting told that my characters were
white men. [Some readers] assumed that everyone else would
also see every other character in every story as a white male
unless they were specifically said to be someone else.”11 For
example, you could describe a mercenary goblin-hunter as
having a strong jaw, close-cropped dark hair, and carrying a
net and a stone knife.

30

In reading that description, did you imagine a man? I never
specified gender. Even though dark hair can indicate a person
of color and a strong jaw can indicate a man, they could
just as easily belong to characters of any race or any gender.
But readers are likely to imagine a white man with dark hair
simply because white and male are considered the default. By
not explicitly challenging the assumption that white men are
the norm and people of color, women, trans and non-binary
people are the exception, we perpetuate a culture that pushes
underrepresented people to the margins of both fiction and
real life.
Malinda Lo illustrates how another potential drawback is that
subtlety may be complicit in negative judgment:
For much too long, speaking openly about
homosexuality was verboten because it was
considered morally wrong. For me, hinting about
11   Daniel Jose Older. Interview with Carrie Cuinn. “Set Truth on Stun:
Reimagining an Anti-Oppressive SF/F,” Strange Horizons, accessed July 11, 2016.
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someone’s sexual orientation simply smacks of
negative judgement . . . even if that’s not what
[was] intended.12
J.K. Rowling is often lauded for coming out about
Dumbledore’s sexuality, but she did so only after the books
were published. Only hints of his sexual orientation appeared
in the texts. Rowling never explicitly gave young gay readers
a chance to see themselves in the fictional mentor.
If you choose to make your characters’ circumstances explicit,
it should be noted that there are different ways of doing so.
Consider the difference between a female narrator saying,
“My girlfriend got off work early, so I was able to bring her to
the party after all” and “This was the first time since coming
out that I appeared with my girlfriend in public.” In the
first sentence, the narrator’s sexuality is mentioned casually,
showing that the story is about something else. In the second
sentence, her sexuality is part of her identity, so she has been
shaped by all the societal influences that come with being gay.
This kind of explicitness indicates to your readers that it’s a
central part of the narrator’s character and may even affect
the plot (more on this later).
A note to white writers from children’s novelist Mitali Perkins:
“It’s unanimous: stay away from food metaphors when it
comes to describing skin color.”13 Many otherwise excellent
and well-meaning writers have fallen into this trap out of a
desire to have an inclusive cast and show that they, the writer,
12   Malinda Lo, “Heteronormativity, Fantasy, and Bitterblue – Part 1,” Malinda
Lo, 2012, accessed July 11, 2016.
13   Mitali Perkins, “Ten Tips On Writing Race in Novels,” Author Mitali
Perkins, accessed July 11, 2016.
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see the character in a beautiful light. Coffee. Chocolate. Mocha.
Caramel. Not only is it clichéd, but it contributes to exoticizing
and fetishizing people of color.14

AVOIDING TOKENISM
>Click here to see Ca’Lelle
Deerborn’s full profile. Each
user controls who can see
this information.
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>Family: Just the one I’ve created for myself. Blood
means nothing.
>Favorite things: Parrots and guinea pigs. Blooper
reels. Thunderstorms and hot cocoa.
>Pet peeves: White chocolate. Small talk. People
talking unnecessarily loud on their cell phones.
>Bad habits: I leave my stuff everywhere and let my
dirty dishes get moldy.
>Positive attributes: Loyal to the bone. Puzzlesolver. Dry wit. Encyclopedic knowledge of Doctor
Who.
>Negative attributes: Insecurity and abandonment
issues.
>Beliefs: Detached nihilism.
>Fears: Flying. Bleeding in public. Accidentally
swallowing one of those little “DO NOT INGEST”
packets in a new bottle of pills.
14   “Writing With Color: Description Guide, Skin Color, Part I: POC & Food
Comparisons,” Writing With Color, accessed July 11, 2016.
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>Coping mechanisms: Cheap beer and expensive gaming
equipment.
>Wishes, goals, and dreams: Having enough money to
travel—Spain, Greece, Costa Rica, Thailand. Anywhere
but here.

T

okenism is a shallow effort to include at least one minority
figure to give the appearance of fairness and avoid
criticism—a watered-down imitation of the real equity
we’re striving for. So how do you do better than tacking on
targetships left and right, thereby populating your cast with
tokens?
If you don’t have knowledge about a community or
experience, beware the images that come to mind most easily:
they’ve already been used repeatedly, often thoughtlessly. So
do your research on tropes.15 The gay character who dies
tragically, the “Magical Negro,” the disabled character who’s
never allowed to be sexual or romantic—it’s all terribly old
hat. Tropes limit the potential of unique, complex characters
into stereotypes, reducing marginalized groups to predictable
characteristics.
Most importantly, see your characters as full human beings
(or elves, or dragons, etc.). Know them deeply. The work you
put into this won’t necessarily be explicit in the text, especially
with secondary characters, but it’ll be in the subtext.
15   Trope: Any common literary device (in this case, the attributes or role of
a character) used as shorthand for conveying a concept. For more information
and examples, visit tvtropes.com.
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INTEGRAL OR INCIDENTAL: HOW
MARGINALIZATION RELATES TO
CHARACTER AND PLOT
>Choose a character and quest
Identifier:
<Race>
<Gender>
<Sexual orientation>
<Ability>
<Social class>
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>Gender is
integral to
both character
and plot

>You: An AFAB16
16-year-old
questioning your
gender and sexual
orientation,
gamer in an
MMORPG17, and
talented computer
coder.
>Your quest: You
are recruited
by one of the
game’s creators

>Gender is
incidental to
both character
and plot

>You: A goblin
whose species
has seven
physical sexes
and no concept of
gender.
>Your quest: Your
potato-based
cooking guild
must journey
through strange
lands to collect
rare ingredients

16   Assigned female at birth.
17   Massive multiplayer online role-playing game.

>Gender is
integral to
character,
incidental to
plot
>You: A
consort of
King Louis
XVI, left
pregnant and
destitute
after his
execution.
>Your quest:
You are
abducted by
aliens and
decide to
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to restore their
hacked avatar and
defeat the King
of the Trolls
(the leader of
the MRAs who have
targeted you).

and discover
the recipe to
the Vichyssoise
Panacea, a
legendary soup
said to cure all
ills.

join in their
mission to
prevent their
sun from going
supernova.

H

ow much does your character’s life circumstance—gender,
race, ability, etc.—define their identity? Is it a targetship
and therefore integral to their identity, or is it an incidental
“happens to be”? Similarly, how much does this circumstance
affect the plot of the story?

Identifier is integral to both the character and

1. the plot

In this option, your character experiences a certain target
identity, and that has some bearing on the plot. Maybe a queer
woman of color is fighting against eugenicists who are trying
to eradicate “flaws” from humanity. Keep in mind that if
you’re writing a character who experiences an oppression that
you don’t, this option might get the most pushback (especially
from those who do experience that oppression) along the lines
of “This isn’t your story to tell.” Navigating this boundary,
knowing when to speak up and when to listen, is a continual
part of your work as an ally.

Identifier is incidental to both the character and

2. the plot

In this option, a character’s trait or life circumstance would
have no great effect on either their identity or the plot. Malinda
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Lo argues that this course is unrealistic, that any targetship is
integral by its very nature and cannot be incidental:
[P]lenty of readers are seeking books featuring
minority characters but aren’t about the
experience of being a minority, and sometimes
those books are identified with the “happens to
be” tag. (E.g., “This is about an awesome demon/
werewolf hunter who happens to be Asian!”) But
I don’t believe that . . . race just “happens to
be” to anyone. I think it’s very deeply ingrained
in a person’s whole being, and it is in all of my
characters.18
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What Lo says is largely true, but there are exceptions,
depending on the character’s social context. For example, the
fact that I’m left-handed is not an integral part of my identity.
If I wrote a character like me, in a story set in our own world
in contemporary times, being left-handed would be incidental
to both the character and the plot. But if that same character
was raised in a different historical context where the left hand
is associated with evil, she might be accused of consorting
with the devil. This would make her left-handedness integral
to her identity.
I believe the only other way to make this option work is to
create an alternate world where a certain targetship that exists
in our world does not exist for the character. Lo asserts that
“when it comes to fiction set in the real world (as in Earth),
I actually think it’s necessary to explain a character’s ethnic
and racial background. . . . In a fantasy world where there is
no racial distinction, describing race is unnecessary.”19
18   Malinda Lo, “The Lesbian Question,” Malinda Lo, accessed July 11, 2016.
19   Malinda Lo, “Writing About Race in Fantasy Novels,” Malinda Lo, accessed
July 11, 2016.
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The only reason we can notice an incidental circumstance
in an alternate world is because it would be a targetship in
our own. For example, you could imagine a character with
physical characteristics and needs very different from your
own—something that in our world would be perceived as a
disability, but in her world those differences are accounted
for and easily accommodated in the structure of her society.

Identifier is integral to the character but

3. incidental to the plot

Maybe that same character from the first option, instead of
fighting in a eugenics war, is trying to find a cure for an alien
virus. Or maybe the story of the Asian demon/werewolf
hunter actually takes place in her village in Cambodia, where
being Asian is the norm instead of a targetship like in the
United States. Her culture is a crucial part of her identity and
will certainly affect the ambiance of the setting, but it might
have no bearing on the plot. If done well, the character’s
circumstance should not feel “tacked on” like Lo describes.
This route allows the story to be about something other than
the character’s target identity. It allows readers who share that
identity to see themselves represented with more variety and
nuance—that their stories can be like anyone else’s stories,
that their targetship isn’t their entire story.

CONCLUSION

I

can set out with the best intentions, think critically about my
choices and their consequences, and do a ton of research—
and I will still get it wrong. There’s a lot of conflicting advice out
there, because there is no universal authority on, or universal
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experience of, any marginalized group. It’s impossible to make
everyone happy.
But that doesn’t mean you should stop writing altogether or be
satisfied with remaining stagnant in your social justice work.
Always be cultivating both because there is always more to
learn. Carrie Cuinn advises, “If you’re going to write beyond
the norm, practice your writing skill. Be a great writer, who’s
more than a Voice [on] an issue. Don’t give those who want to
discriminate an excuse to dismiss your statements just because
your writing was poor.”20
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Granted, the concept of good writing is subjective anyway.
We’re all making this up as we go along, but here’s what I
know: telling stories is important. We should keep asking
questions and always strive to learn, be, and do more. Yes,
it’s scary, but try anyway.
Mistakes are inevitable, and that’s okay, but we have to be
accountable for them. Maya Angelou said, “Do the best you
can until you know better. Then when you know better, do
better.” I’m sure in five or ten years, I’ll look back on this
article and wish I could update it with all I will have learned
in the meantime, but it’s an accurate snapshot of where my
heart’s work is in this moment. I don’t want to let the fear of
not being perfect stop me from being good enough for now. ◊
>Do you wish to join
this quest?
>Accept

>Decline

20   Daniel Jose Older. Interview with Carrie Cuinn. “Set Truth on Stun:
Reimagining an Anti-Oppressive SF/F,” Strange Horizons, accessed July 11, 2016.

MUSIC, WRITING,
AND THE ACADEMIC
STATEMENT:
a written reverie
Logan Stokes

S

even-hundred and fifty words has never felt like such a
colossal undertaking. As my tenure at Evergreen comes
to an end, and I approach the Academic Statement, I am
overwhelmed. I stare at an unwieldy document, my mind
clouded by the influence this piece could have on my future.
I think of the graduate school boards, the managers, and
the scholarship committees who might weigh these words.
I think about the raw materials I have to draw from—the selfevaluations, seminar papers, and textbooks; the lectures, late
night recording sessions, and group collaborations. I consider
the person I was when I stepped onto Red Square for the first
time. I think about who I am now and wonder, “Who is this
piece really for?”
Music is for me. It is everywhere, and I love it. I even love it
on television when it is used to try to sell me something. I love
it for all sorts of reasons, but mainly because I define what
it means to me. All the more, when I write a melody or a
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rhythm, I embrace the freedom to go anywhere and intend
anything. Even setting out for a piece to mean nothing is an
intention: it lives and breathes.
I dream of a day when I sit down to work on academic writing
and see before me the potential of a solitary treble clef, not
the cage of a blinking cursor.
How do we get people to hear what we’re saying? It’s one thing to write
a song with an intention to be appealing, and it’s an entirely different
thing for a song to actually appeal.
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Sometimes when I sit down to write, I feel constrained by
solitude as I struggle to find my way through the prompt,
searching for the piece that my professor wants from me. But
am I truly alone? Are there not people singing in my ear
across space and time, their voices echoing through ink and
paper? When I sit down in a quiet corner of the library to
write, are not Gabriel Garcia Marquez, Ta-Nehisi Coates, and
Homer sitting across from me? Are we not collaborating, my
ideas rich in their reverberations?
Musical exploration doesn’t blossom in isolation. When I sit
down with my guitar, my voice, and some microphones, when
I set out to wander, I am not alone; there are hundreds of
artists singing in my ear as my mind meanders around to find
that chord progression, that lyric, that missing piece of me.
Together we can explore compassion, anger, life and death.
Anything.

MU S IC , W RI TI N G, & THE ACAD EM I C ST A T EM EN T

Inspirations sing out across space and time, and I sing back,
“Here’s my song, here’s my voice, here’s me.”
I suppose we first have to know for ourselves what we are saying. How
could I expect an audience to understand me if I’m not even sure what I
want to say? Do I want to inform? Do I want to persuade? Do I want
to learn something about myself ?
The constraints that professors have imposed on my work
have often frustrated and irritated me. But the more I struggle
against constraints, the more I see that accepting such
challenges liberates my creative potential.
As a producer of music, I work towards a deadline with
the space and equipment I have access to, and the artist’s
composition to guide me. These, in themselves, constrain the
process, but are integral to shaping the identity and soul of
the project.
If I wish to be freed from my frustration with academic
writing, I should accept academic constraints the same way
that I embrace that a guitar line recorded in my living room
can enhance the product, even though it won’t have the same
quality of sound as a guitar line recorded in a recital hall.
Academic writing is a form of creative expression, not a
category separate from it. Thinkers who have crystallized
their ideas in time inspire me to challenge and broaden my
awareness. And just as musical pieces are an opportunity to
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explore my nature and environment, and musicians across
time support me in my endeavor to express myself, academic
writing is an opportunity to question, to contribute, and to
evoke wonder.
Maybe we don’t have to know what we want to say. Do I mean to intend
anything in particular? Maybe I don’t really want to be saying one thing.
Maybe I want to prod at many things without highlighting one. And then
the readers can decide what I’m saying for themselves.
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When I become complacent in my process, I become
complacent in my thinking, and my final product suffers. In
order to grow, I must push myself to explore ideas creatively.
As a writer and artist, I can’t let fear and hesitation keep
me from making art, even if it might seem meaningless or
unoriginal—the simple conception of ideas is an achievement
with inherent significance.
If we care about what we’re writing and we write it the way we want
to, does it matter if people aren’t sure what we mean to say, as long as
we know why we’re saying it?
It is odd to be required something from a school that makes
a name for itself by lacking traditional requirements. But the
Academic Statement is not only a requirement, it is also an
opportunity.
Even if I dislike the idea of two pages summing up my
collegiate journey, I like it a whole lot more than a grade
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point average attempting to represent what I am. When I sit
down to write my Academic Statement, my tuition payments
and my efforts beg to be satisfied. My education demands to
be both critically engaged with and defended.
Sure, I want those graduate schools, managers, and scholarship
committees to look at my work and see someone they can
believe in, but the best way to achieve that is not by setting
out to satisfy them. The ideal approach to my Academic
Statement, or any academic writing, is in the same way that
I approach my guitar and microphones—I must attempt
to satisfy myself. The act of writing, of creation, garners a
freedom to wander through an ever-questioning expression of
self, and allows me to constructively assess who I am. When
I turn in those 750 words at the end of my final term, it is
I who should be able to read them and believe in myself. ◊
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READING AS
A WRITER:
the reverse outline
Emily W. Gray

M

y junior year at Evergreen I took a course on brain
development. We were assigned a popular science book,
and my professors encouraged the class to take notes in new
ways. They offered a number of suggestions, and I chose to
use what is called a “bubble organizer.” When I finished a
chapter, I wrote, in one sentence, its main point. I put that
in the middle of my notepaper with a circle around it. Out
of the circle I drew six lines connecting to smaller circles, in
which I wrote one idea supporting the main point.
Not only was this a powerful synthesizing tool that forced me
to reckon with my understanding of the reading, but when
I reviewed my notes, I realized I had a reverse outline of the
entire text. At a glance, I could see the main points of each
chapter and their auxiliary ideas, with examples to support
them. If I’d set out to write the book myself, I might have
drafted just the outline I was holding. By reverse outlining the
book, I was able to see beyond the narrative to its structural
foundation.
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Summarizing each section of a piece can form a cohesive
overview. This might look like summarizing chapter by
chapter, as I did with the science book. With an essay it
might look like noting key points paragraph by paragraph,
or even sentence by sentence. Reverse outlining helps us to
turn from reading as a reader to reading as a writer. Instead
of passively accepting the content of the book, we can reflect
on the deliberate choices the author has made—even when
that author is us.
A quick distinction: an initial outline is different than a reverse
outline. Initial outlining helps us organize our ideas before we
begin drafting. In my writing process, it is the step that comes
between brainstorming and drafting—it helps me anchor my
thoughts in a possible order.
A reverse outline, on the other hand, requires that we at least
have a draft. It helps us revise. From the draft, we try to create
a sketch of the ideas in each section.
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Say I’m writing my self-evaluation. I may make a reverse
outline about form by noting which parts indicate my
introduction, key ideas, and conclusion. Or, I could look for
one particular theme—say the class was on ethnobotany
and I want to highlight where and how fieldwork comes up.
By noting every example of fieldwork, I can see how I have
constructed the narrative of my hands-on experience. Maybe
I thought it was the central idea in my self-evaluation, but after
reverse outlining, I see that fieldwork is only mentioned once
or twice. From there, I know where to re-work my evaluation
to include examples that show how important fieldwork was
to my learning.

RE A DI N G A S A W RI T ER

The beauty of reverse outlining is that you can be as general
or as specific as you want, and you can reverse outline based
on any number of criteria. Some examples would be:
• Do all of the paragraphs help the thesis, or do some
of them introduce ideas that are tangential to the
main point?
• If there is no explicit thesis, can an underlying
purpose be discerned?
• Is there sufficient evidence for central and
supporting arguments?
• If there are counterarguments, where are they
located?
• Does the tone switch from formal to informal
language?
• Does the voice vary between first, second, and/or
third person?
• Does it go from active to passive voice?
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As a writer, I understand how difficult it can be to look at
our work with any sort of objectivity or distance. We’re so
enmeshed in our writing that it’s hard to see the work with a
fresh perspective. The reverse outline is a tool that can give
us just that, or something close to it. By stepping back from
the prose, we can see what it is we’re actually doing to create
the framework for our writing. As readers, the reverse outline
can help us better understand the process of the writer so that
we may learn from them about their form and technique, as
well as their content. Likewise, as writers, the reverse outline
has the potential to help us see what we’ve already said in
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our writing so that we can better know where we should go
next. Whether as writers or as readers, the reverse outline is
a valuable tool for us all. ◊
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Editor’s Note: Aren’t convinced yet that reverse outlining
is the next need-to-have tool in your writer’s kit? You can
check out additional resources for learning about the reverse
outline in the online version of this article. Access the Inkwell
digital archive at the Writing Center’s website: evergreen.edu/
writingcenter.
But don’t just take my, or their, word for it. The best way to
see the value of the reverse outline is to try it yourself !

And we waited for the words that would tell us
How to explain it all again, this time as music
How much sun will be left for other worlds
How this time could be awash in cure
How to dial the consolation to memory
How to apprehend the welling up
How the light has landed beyond our sight
That the long dream has endurance yet
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GRAMMAR
D O E S (N’T) M A T T E R
Rachel Larrowe

G

rammar is hard. Even highly educated people and
professional writers who feel that correct grammar
comes easily to them don’t often realize how frequently they
violate “official” grammatical and stylistic rules. Not only are
the rules of English grammar so labyrinthine that it’s nearly
impossible to master them all, they’ve also become antiquated.
A sentence might sound elegant or straightforward when
written incorrectly because it is closer to everyday speech, but
it becomes clunky and awkward when rephrased correctly. It’s
a lose-lose situation for the writer, created by our overwrought
rules of grammar.
Some languages have centralized authorities governing their
lexicons and grammar. France, for instance, has the Académie
Française, or French Academy, which compiles an official
French dictionary and makes decisions regarding grammar
and usage. Though these decisions are not law, they guide the
standards of formal French speech and writing. English has no
such authority, but we do have a variety of different institutions
and associations that publish their own rulebooks, called style
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guides. Style guides regulate punctuation, capitalization,
word choice, preferred sentence structure, citation, and other
elements of writing. These organizations, such as the Modern
Language Association (MLA) and American Psychological
Association (APA), each have their own established, individual
style. This means that there is more than one way to be
correct, depending on whose rules you’re playing by.
But word order, word form, punctuation, spelling, syntax,
or other sentence-level elements can make a significant
difference in meaning. When you read, “A grizzly bear flies
a tiny airplane,” you probably make sense of these words by
visualizing a big furry mammal sitting in the pilot’s seat of
a small winged aircraft. If you had read, “An airplane the,
grizzly bear: tiny flying,” you might not have known what to
think. Grammar is a common system to make meaning from
words in particular arrangements—this is the extent to which
grammar matters.
Beyond that, correct grammar’s importance, and definition,
are questionable. What we call “correct grammar” is only one
way of using English. Specifically, it’s the usage associated
with a particular group of people—affluent, highly-educated,
mostly white people. To make employment, academic
opportunity, or simple respect conditional on correct grammar
insidiously perpetuates existing oppressive power structures.
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Sometimes grammar drives us up walls. Sometimes our
relationship to grammar makes us feel inferior or superior to
others. People stop writing because red marks all over their
papers chip away at their confidence and create anxiety,
shame, or disinterest. Perfectly intelligent people with

GRA MMA R DOES(N ’ T ) M A T T ER

interesting things to say stop writing because they think that
incorrect grammar automatically means bad writing.
Readers who fixate on grammar might be neglecting new ideas
and ignoring intriguing questions. Readers who judge writers
by their grammar might be dismissing clever, experienced,
fascinating people. If you have ever felt stupid because of
grammar, I want you to know you’re not stupid. If you have
ever felt silenced because of grammar, I want you to know
that you weren’t wrong, you were wronged. Grammar should
help us communicate; it shouldn’t be used as a tool to silence.
At the Writing Center, we often focus on inclusivity, freedom,
and independent thinking. Making room for writers’ thoughts,
perspectives, and voices in academic discourse sometimes
means making grammar and style norms a lower priority
than the exploration of complex ideas and new ways of
thinking. So as a tutor, I won’t mention grammar if the writer
doesn’t bring it up, unless the piece is something that might
be described as “high-stakes.”
Cover letters, graduate school applications, scholarship
essays, the Academic Statement: these are some examples of
high-stakes writing. But could the definition of high-stakes
conceivably include other types of writing? What if a poem, a
seminar paper, or a personal letter makes your heart beat fast
or rise up into your throat? Who’s to say these aren’t forms of
high-stakes writing? And who’s to say which kinds of writing
demand correct grammar and which kinds don’t?
Some writing goes outside of Evergreen, into the big, harsh
world, where not everyone thinks about grammar the way
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I do. It’s possible that the people who read your cover letter,
application, Academic Statement, or article will make
assumptions and judgments about your intelligence, ability,
or character based on grammar. To me this seems petty and
unwise, but people who don’t see it that way can have real
power over our lives and futures. It often seems easier to cater
to those people than to try to change the world by putting my
own future on the line.
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But I shouldn’t get to make that choice for anyone but myself.
As a tutor, I will still bring up grammar in high-stakes writing,
because I want the writer to know that their writing might
be labeled “incorrect.” That said, I won’t pull out a red pen
and start automatically correcting. Likewise, if a writer brings
in some other kind of writing and they want to talk about
grammar and mechanics, I’m not going to say, “This isn’t
high-stakes, so let’s not bother.” Maybe it is high-stakes for
them, but rather than financially or professionally so, the piece
is emotionally, artistically, politically, or otherwise risky. Or
maybe the grammar question isn’t, “Is it correct?” as much
as, “Is it very clear and difficult to misunderstand?” or even,
“Are the choices I’m making with grammar and mechanics
affecting the reader how I want them to?” Maybe none of
those are the question. Maybe a writer just wants to gain
fluency in our convoluted grammatical system. Or maybe
there are so many different writers and kinds of writing that
there’s no way to imagine them all.
What I mean to say by all of this is: don’t let grammar get you
down! As far as I’m concerned, once you have enough of a
grasp on English grammar to communicate what you need to
communicate, you can quit thinking about grammar entirely.

GRA MMA R DOES(N ’ T ) M A T T ER

Or, if you prefer, you can focus on mastering the rules of
grammar, for fun and/or profit. Some career paths require
more fluency with grammar than others, or the ability to
adapt to different sets of stylistic rules. Scientists, for instance,
need to be able to adapt to the different writing styles required
by different academic journals. Creative writers often benefit
from learning more about grammar in order to break rules
as an artistic tool. Lawyers need to understand how grammar
and syntax can create shifts in meaning. Public speakers might
study grammar and syntax to more effectively deliver their
messages and drive home their points.
But overall, perfect grammar should not feel compulsory for
anyone, and it shouldn’t be a prerequisite for the respect of
others or for a writer’s self-confidence. Your writing is just that:
yours. While the consequences of grammar prescriptivism
are perhaps unavoidable, you don’t need to inflict that
judgment on yourself. You also don’t need to perpetuate that
judgment in your responses to the writing of others, or allow
it to suppress your creativity, curiosity, or critical thinking.
It’s possible to see grammar culture, with all its perfectionist,
elitist, obsessive cultural baggage, and just say, “No.” ◊
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TEACHING WRITING:
faculty responses
to student writing
at evergreen
Ariel Birks

A

s a tutor at the Writing Center, I wonder, how do faculty’s
experiences in academia and with publishing inform how
they teach writing at Evergreen? All faculty assess our written
work, yet few faculty members at Evergreen are trained
explicitly as writing teachers. Their expertise in academic
writing has been developed through their graduate work and
academic careers. Teachers write articles, give presentations,
compile bibliographies, and defend dissertations within
institutions of higher learning. They have edited their peers’
academic work, written books, and edited volumes. In some
cases they have written articles for peer-reviewed journals,
published in literary journals, and given lecture tours. Their
academic writing is part of their career-long learning process.
The faculty I talked to are busy with a variety of writing
projects. Andy Buchman, who is doing archival research on
American musical theater and film, says, “You really have
to write about your field or discipline to become an expert.”
At the time of this interview, he is planning to present his
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research on the musical Hair to a conference in Sheffield,
England, and his work will be published by Oxford University
Press. Nancy Koppelman is writing a paper on the history of
technology entitled “Hierarchies of Energy on the Streets of
New York: Movement by Machine as Social Capital, 1868–
1903” to present at the European Social Science History
Association Conference in Valencia, Spain. Stephanie Coontz
has just revised her book, The Way We Never Were: American
Families and the Nostalgia Trap, originally published in 1993, to
reflect significant changes in marriage and family life over
the past two decades. Alejandro de Acosta has just prepared
a lecture called “Beyond Sexuality: Queer Kinship” to deliver
at Whitman College. And Miranda Mellis is working on a
book review of Counternarratives by John Keene for publication
in The Believer. I conclude from this sampling that although
many faculty at Evergreen are not writing teachers, they are
clearly experienced in the writing world.

R

esponding to student writing is a process in which many
aspects of a teacher’s pedagogical values come into play.
From talking to faculty in one-on-one interviews and at the
Academic Fair, it seems like this can make the work rewarding,
but also difficult and time consuming.
I find myself asking: to what standards are faculty holding
student work? What are the campus-wide practices for
responding to student writing? What is it like to respond to
student work, in general?
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iologist Donald Morisato says, “I’m just not convinced that
the comments I write will do anything to help students’
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writing.” He remembers the sustained efforts of his father who
stood over his shoulder as a kid while he painstakingly edited
his school work, his father telling him, “Rewrite, rewrite,
rewrite.”
But some believe extensive written comments can help. Both
Koppelman and Coontz write page-long, single-spaced letters
to their students. They summarize what they think the student
is trying to express and speculate on where the student’s lines
of reasoning might be headed. In her letters, Koppelman tries
to convey that their writing is worthwhile: “It is absolutely
my responsibility to do that. And I’ve seen incredible growth
in people who have never been taken seriously in that
way before.” Koppelman also sometimes does the same
assignments as the class, which gives her added insight into
what a writer might need to complete assignments well.
Coontz says that in addition to writing students letters, she
asks them to submit a letter of their own before turning in
their second draft. They are required to outline what they will
change in response to Coontz’s letter, which not only saves her
time, but helps writers clarify their thinking. “They really have
to sit down and say, ‘Oh, I’m not just revising or rewriting in
the abstract.’” She tells students that they don’t have to agree
with her, but if she’s flagged something for revision, they have
to defend their choices.
Koppelman finds that the letters produce valuable results,
but that a round of eighteen drafts takes her approximately
eighteen hours, time she is responsible for budgeting in
addition to planning out class meetings and lectures. Adam
King, a computer science faculty new to Evergreen, says that
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responding to seventy drafts is intimidating, and he asked for
advice on how to approach this challenging task. Koppelman
says, “It’s the grunt work of teaching, it really is!”
“I always try to offer something I see as a real positive and
something I think could have gone further,” says Buchman,
whose commenting style falls on the less loquacious side.
He says that some students think that his comments are too
brief or too general: “I’m very wary of doing harm with
students and their writing. Frequently they’ve gotten some
negative criticism, especially on mechanical errors.” That
negative criticism can discourage students from thinking that
their ideas are the most valuable parts of the paper. He says
that if students want more critique from him, they should
re-submit their work and he would be happy to give more
detailed feedback.
In terms of responding to common errors, Koppelman says,
“My theory is that most students actually know how to correct
their own writing, but they just don’t do it. So I circle things
that basically just point to the errors.” Mellis says that she finds
herself responding to the same syntactical and grammatical
issues often enough that she wishes she had a stamp. But
mechanics are not her primary concern: “Sometimes people
don’t have it all together in terms of grammar, but there are
incredibly lively turns of phrase happening—and there’s real
engagement and thought. It feels like in those cases, we can
work on grammar and syntax later. And sometimes [grammar
and syntax] can be also a source of play.”
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T

hough faculty at Evergreen have trod similar pathways
as faculty at other institutions to get to their positions,
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different tasks are required of them. They are often teamteaching interdisciplinary programs and coaching students
through Evergreen-specific writing like self-evaluations and
the Academic Statement. I asked: how does the environment
of this college, specifically, affect the task of responding to
student work?
Buchman says, “‘Interdisciplinary faculty’ means just that—
we’re not going to all have the same discipline. We’re going
to have a variety of perspectives on writing.” Koppelman
describes science and humanities writing as engaging different
modes of thought: “I think that scientists tend to be more
data-driven and hypothesis-driven, and writing something up
happens after that work gets done. Whereas in the humanities,
writing is part of figuring out what you think.” However, she
says that effective team-teaching has more to do with teaching
style than the disciplines themselves. “I had a great experience
teaching with EJ Zita. We found we were very compatible
teaching writing together, even though she’s a scientist. We’re
going to teach together again.”
De Acosta credits Anne de Marcken and Miranda Mellis
for introducing him to the writing culture at Evergreen that
emphasizes process. At other jobs he saw coming up with
interesting prompts as his primary task, and students would
usually respond with a standard, five paragraph essay. “The
big shift coming into Evergreen was that there was a lot more
thinking about steps and stages in writing assignments, in-class
writing and all of that. Because I’ve done work as a writer and
a translator, I am interested in these questions [about process],
but I just hadn’t had a whole lot of opportunity to do that in
the classroom.”
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Regarding team teaching, Mellis said, “In the more
conventional situation, you don’t necessarily have anyone to
talk with about student work except the student—which is
great, the student is the important person to talk to. But to
get another person’s way of reading and marking student
work expands what’s available to me as a responder.” Mellis
says that while she might respond to writing according to her
own disciplinary background, when she team teaches, she
also responds as a co-learner, and her comments can’t help
but reflect that dynamic.

B

ecause our work as students is both to think through new
information and to write to demonstrate our thinking,
there can be tension around what academic writing should
sound like. As a writing tutor, I sometimes meet writers whose
work engages with class material and clearly shows their ideas,
but isn’t written in an academic voice. I asked faculty how they
respond to the use of common vernacular and slang.
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Coontz says, “I think most academic writing should be more
plain English. I will often say to people, including academics,
‘Write this for a fifteen year-old niece or nephew.’” She
continues, “If we really know the field, we can’t imagine what
it’s like not to know it. And therefore we cannot explain it to
people. And the reverse happens for people who don’t know
a field: in an attempt to build their lack of knowledge into
something that impresses, they embroider it with all sorts of
things that mean to sound impressive. So to my mind, the
simpler the better, and if it takes [common] vernacular to do
that, that’s great.”
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Koppelman also upholds the clarity of thought sometimes
available in more casual writing, but adds, “You’ve got to
adjust to your audience. It’s a decision you make as a writer.
Sometimes it can cause audiences to take you less seriously if
you write in a [common or slang] vernacular.” She says that if
she’s teaching an upper division program and the focus is on
academic writing, she’ll mark slang and common vernacular
as wrong.
De Acosta says, “I think that there are many writers whose
writing makes more sense when you speak it out loud.” He
gives recent Daniel J. Evans Chair lecturer Donna Haraway as
an example. She revealed to de Acosta that she uses lecturing
as a tool to condense her ideas, and because of this process, her
writing retains what de Acosta calls a “talky, wordy” feel, even
when the ideas she discusses are dense. He says, “Basically
I feel like there’s something wrong if teaching people writing
means getting people to stop using vernacular, and then get
really good at some supposed form of formal writing, and
then re-introduce vernacular at a different, later stage as a
‘technique.’” He says that helping students become aware
of what effects their writing has is more important to him
than specifically steering them away from slang. He says that
some people want to use vernacular or slang for many sets
of reasons, such as keeping in community with their class, or
culture: “It could be really damaging to suggest to people that
they shouldn’t [use common vernacular or slang].”
However, he went on to say that if someone wanted to be a
lawyer and write legal briefs, for example, he would certainly
tailor his comments to suit their goals. “Trying to dig around
with what the student wants to be doing . . . is what’s important
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to me. It’s not as much about ‘this is good,’ ‘this is bad,’ ‘this is
interesting,’ ‘this is not interesting.’ It’s more about reporting
back to [students] what you think they’re doing.”

I

also wondered: is there a clear border between creative
writing and communicative writing at Evergreen? Should
students present their learning in a standard academic form,
even when their ideas are leading them to write in a creative
mode? Writing assignments are usually for technical writing
(e.g. lab reports, abstracts, technical summaries), critical
writing (e.g. critical summaries, exegetical essays, synthesis
essays), or creative writing (e.g. poetry, performance, creative
prose, experimental forms). To what extent can a student blur
these categories in pursuit of their richest thoughts? What
does it mean for faculty to respond to students who write in
the borderlands?
Amy Cook, biologist, suggests that to develop skills as a writer,
time needs to be dedicated to each genre independently. She
says, “There is a place for both creativity and communication
in the sciences, but unfortunately, not much time in college
to practice both.” She does, however, emphasize “finding the
pitch” when writing any scientific narrative1 and suggests that
students read Don’t Be Such a Scientist2 to develop the skills to tell
engaging stories, the ones that underpin all scientific research.
Mellis says, “Poetic logic is rigorous and challenging and
difficult in different ways—it makes different demands and
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1   James F. Cahill, Devin Lyons, and Justine Kars, “Finding the ‘Pitch’ In
Ecological Writing,” The Bulletin of the Ecological Society of America 92, (2011): 196205.
2   Randy Olson, Don’t Be Such a Scientist: Talking Substance in an Age of Style,
(Washington, DC: Island Press, 2009).
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requires a different kind of disposition: a willingness to follow
language.” She continues, “In 5th century Athens, and going
forwards, lawyers would learn their practice, their language
art, by reading and studying poetry.” She says that even
though the aims for poetic and persuasive writing are different,
by attending to how language works, one can develop strong
rhetorical skills. She says that questions of interpretation,
audience, and authority are very important for understanding
all writing, including science writing. She says, “You see so
much metaphor in scientific writing. . . . Isn’t it possible that
the writing could have a really different kind of impact if that
writer has the capacity to think imaginatively about that which
they are studying—and to think about point of view—things
that we think about in fiction and storytelling?”
For Coontz, it doesn’t matter whether the form is explicitly
creative or explicitly instrumental. She says that even if a
poet ends up writing in an opaque way, she is going to write
a better poem “if she can step back from what she’s writing
and say, ‘Mom, this is the feeling I’m trying to get across.’”
Coontz says that the clarity of her writing has been most
improved by this rule: “I have to be able to tell it to a neighbor
who then . . . can repeat it back to me or a friend in a way
that I would expect.”
De Acosta says, “[The idea] that the main point of writing is
to communicate ideas takes too dominant of a role. For me,
I’m as interested in questions of form as I am of effective
communication. Or to put it differently, a lot of times the
medium is the message. I think that somebody can make
tremendous progress in [writing by] reevaluating what forms
they’re using. Even if the result comes out confusing or garbled
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to me.” He says,“I think it’s important to have sufficient trust,
where people can try something out and know that I’m going
to read it generously.” He says that he often asks students to
write in genres that they are unaccustomed to in order to
broaden their skills. For de Acosta, students are not required
to comply faithfully to his prompts or to make a kind of sense
that isn’t part of their chosen form, but instead to exercise new
capabilities and strategies that are relevant to them as writers.
Whether faculty see creative writing and critical writing as
somewhat separate or overlapping, and whether they believe
that the writing should communicate primarily through its
form or its content, the faculty members I spoke to agree that
students should have the basic skills necessary to communicate
their ideas. Koppelman says that whole societal structures are
at stake: “How do I synthesize what I’m learning with my own
point of view to say something that matters to me? That’s a
big puzzle. . . . It’s what citizenship is supposed to be about,
it’s what democracy depends on, it’s what communities need
from people who are going to be participating in them and
making them thrive. That’s supposed to be the bedrock of
what it means to be an engaged person. All that depends on
communication. The other side of communication is letting
other people be the writer and [learning] how to listen to
them.”

W
66

hile most describe the Academic Statement as a highstakes document that is used to persuade the reader
of the worth of a student’s education, both Buchman and
Morisato seek to calm the anxiety that the Statement can
arouse. Morisato says that it’s more than the student’s writing
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that defines them as a valuable future employee or graduate
student. He says, “The science faculty sometimes don’t like
the self-evaluation and Academic Statement because they
say students ‘look bad’ if they have a badly written [self-]
evaluation. But that’s somewhat patronizing to me as a reader.
The Academic Statement and self-evaluations tell me only
some things about a student and not others.”
Buchman says, “There are 2,000-year-old stelæ where people
inscribed important sayings of K’ung-Fu-tzu, or Confucius
as he’s known in the West. You can think of the Academic
Statement as something that will be the same in forty years.
It’s just going to live quietly in a cave at Evergreen. . . . Not
all my colleagues agree with this, but I tend to remind people
that this is just a portrait of yourself in this moment in time.”
Morisato, Joe Tougas, and Buchman all heavily emphasize
the Academic Statement’s benefits as a reflective practice and
de-emphasize its importance as a final document. Buchman
says that maybe one person on a graduate school admissions
board will read your transcript, and that they are more
interested in the letters that are written specifically to them
as part of your application. In regards to a job: “They’re
hiring the person they met in the interview. They might not
have even read your transcript. So I remind students that
this is not as high stakes in some respects, for some careers,
as it may seem. It’s just the fact of having become a college
graduate . . . that college graduates make twice as much as
people without BAs.”
Mellis says, “The stakes of certain genres of writing can be
the difference between making a living or not, being able to
get a job, or to get into school, to persuade a person to give
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you something.” She says that in these cases, writers rely on
“. . . that rhetoric that Aristotle defines as the art of ethical
persuasion.” She sees the Academic Statement belonging
to a category of formal writing that emphasizes persuasive
communication, but also sees how writers could want to
take a more poetic approach. She says to make a [formal
document] that is satirical, deeply personal, or playful could
be a useful method for critique or a useful exercise in creative
writing, “but as a professional kind of document, it tends to
be counterproductive to be hybrid about your CV.3 I say that
because that’s not always obvious for students.” She says that
studying the essay as a form will help students with writing the
Academic Statement and other forms of writing that straddle
the line between formal and personal: “The academic essay
can be a really lively, interesting piece of writing. And at the
same time, it’s not necessarily the place to bare all.”

I

s there support for faculty in learning how to help students
with the Academic Statement? The common response is,
“Not enough,” even if faculty are relaxed about the role of the
Statement itself, and even if they have their own established
approach for teaching it. What resources or changes would
faculty need to feel supported in teaching the Academic
Statement?
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Mellis says that the Mentor Council (a group of faculty, staff,
and students who organize Orientation Week and help to
create support for the Academic Statement) has posted lesson
plans online for faculty to use for in-class Academic Statement
workshops.
3   Curriculum vitae: a formal document, much like a resume, summarizing
educational and work history.
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Cook would like to find support for making Academic
Statements appeal to employers and graduate schools in the
sciences, perhaps through interviewing HR departments
and admissions boards. She’d also like to see the Academic
Statement contest board recognize summative, formal writing
appropriate to the science community through their selection
of prize winners.
De Acosta says that creative writing workshops led by his coteacher, de Marcken, focused on examining the characteristics
of the Academic Statement. These workshops seemed to help
his students become more comfortable with the idiosyncratic
form of the Statement. His last encounter helping a student
with their Academic Statement was on an All-Campus
Mentoring Day. He says that although he feels like he’s a better
responder the more familiar he is with a student, responding
to the writing of a stranger emboldened him to make more
cut-and-dried remarks about maintaining a formal style.
Even so, he was careful not to assume what the priorities of
the student were. He describes looking over the work of one
student, for whom English is a second language, and seeing
some negligible grammar irregularities. He responded mostly
to the content, but finally the student asked if they could hear
feedback on grammar. De Acosta says, “It seemed like that’s
what she wanted, possibly even more than my first round of
comments.” He says that the remainder of their time was
spent correcting the minor errors.
Buchman says that he’s in favor of the implementation of
a final review process for all students, like the one required
for Independent Learning Contracts which must be reviewed
by the academic deans in order to allow students to pursue
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accredited learning in their contracts. This idea hasn’t been
approved yet by the administration, but bringing in a final
review board has been discussed. Buchman sees a last pass
over the Academic Statement by “somebody who reads a lot
of them and gets feedback from outside audiences about how
they are used” as an asset to students.
Koppelman directed the Mentor Council, which implemented
the Academic Statement. She says she is confident that
reflective practices strengthen a liberal arts education. But
she also says that there is still not enough support for teaching
the Academic Statement—nor for teaching writing in general.
She says that this is especially true for faculty who teach
subjects where writing is not the top priority: “We don’t have
requirements at Evergreen, but we graduate people who can’t
write. And I really think that’s bad.” One of her solutions is
“summer institutes . . . where [teachers] look at actual student
writing, and talk about how to read it, digest it, and not spend
three hours on a three-page paper. How. To. Do it.”
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Almost all faculty took responsibility for engaging with and
responding to their students’ written work, even while asking
for support from people specifically trained in teaching
English composition. Coontz described a radical revision to
the academic catalog and new hires: within a sixteen-credit
program, students could have the opportunity to gain four
credits through a writing workshop linked to their program’s
topics. She says, “I’d like to have two or three people at this
college . . . who’d be willing to teach four-[credit] classes that
we could integrate with other programs. . . . We could have
them specifically for creative writing, for social science writing,
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and . . . for science writing. But somebody who’s trained in
teaching writing.”
Mellis, who has taught composition at ten colleges, and
Koppelman, who has also taught composition extensively and
who leads workshops on reading and writing, both say that
designing a writing foundations class is challenging. Koppelman
says, regarding teaching writing, “There’s really something to
it!” But while Koppelman suggests writing prerequisite classes
and workshops for teachers as steps towards helping students
gain writing skills, Mellis is more circumspect, looking to the
root causes of writing that is not at college level. She says
that some students need a few more years of reading behind
them “just to get a more lived, quotidian, practical sense of
reading and writing” to work comfortably at a college-level.
She describes the complex terrain that teachers at all levels
face: while some students were read to often as children, and
had early and intermediate schooling that prepared them for
college, others did not. In addition, due to funding cutbacks,
mandates to “teach to the test,” and thus an increased usage of
product-oriented pedagogy, the public school system is
producing a sizeable group of students whose relationship to
writing is less about exploration, curiosity, and process, and
more about reproducing expectations. She says that if there
were to be a prerequisite in writing at Evergreen, she would
want it to be influenced by the three-week intensive workshop
at Bard College (which she has taught on and off since 2006)
called The Language & Thinking Program, founded by former
Evergreen faculty Peter Elbow. It emphasizes writing as a
process of inquiry through which students develop writing
skills. Mellis also supports those aspects of the Writing Center
that are similarly process-oriented.
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A

s part of the school’s mechanism for helping students
become better writers, the Writing Center’s work is
not beyond reproach. Writing doesn’t always come back to
faculty showing the types of improvement they expect. And
Koppelman and Coontz were concerned that the Center
might prioritize a writer’s voice over argumentative skills and
conventions to a deficit. Several faculty reported that they
were undereducated about the services the Writing Center
offers, and would like to learn more about peer tutoring and
the general operations of a session at the Center.
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But for the most part, the Writing Center is considered an
essential and even celebrated location for student support
on campus. Buchman says, “I love having a core connector
come in, especially in lower-division programs. You have a
particular face and person to go see. We have a huge crew
of independent individuals, but a great lesson at Evergreen
is that you do have to ask for help.” He says that he tries
to stay informed about which tutors are interested in the
topics he’s teaching, including tutors at the QuaSR4, some
of whom specialize in music theory. He goes on to say, “In
my time at Evergreen, I’ve seen Sandy Yannone’s leadership
of the Writing Center, and Vauhn Foster-Grahler’s of the
QuaSR, be so transformative. Those places have become
welcoming spots and I love going to visit. And I cheerfully
advise my students to go visit.” He says that he likes that a
peer relationship is developed in tutoring sessions, and that
there are positions available at the Writing Center for students
after they graduate. In general, he speaks affirmingly of
on-campus jobs: “Media Loan, the Info Shop, the Scene
4   The QuaSR shares a space in the library with the Writing Center, and its
acronym stands for “Quantitative and Symbolic Reasoning.”
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Shop or the Costume Shop—those jobs on campus are such
important ways of becoming an expert and also serving the
community. This place wouldn’t work without all the students
who work here.”
Koppelman especially suggests that students go to the Writing
Center if they lack confidence in their writing and need to
develop a relationship with someone who can support their
efforts in a more personalized way. She says, “Don’t just go
once, but find someone who’s interested in the class and see
that person repeatedly.”
In addition to telling students to visit the Writing Center
for peer tutoring appointments, faculty said that they tell
people to apply for Cultivating Voice, the class that leads
to an internship to become a tutor. Mellis happily reports,
“I am always recommending that students go to the Writing
Center, and then am proud to say that students go work
there.” She recognizes that there are pressures on the Writing
Center to address the needs students have in developing their
writing, and thinks that the Center could use more support,
but is impressed with peer tutors, whether they are visiting
or enrolled in her class: “We had on the order of five tutors
[enrolled in one program] and they worked with students
regularly and it was so awesome. So I am so grateful for the
resource of the Writing Center.”
Almost all of the faculty I interviewed recommend that
students become writing tutors when, through observing
in-class, peer-editing activities, they notice that a student is
skilled both in understanding what needs to happen to improve
their own or their classmates’ writing, and in communicating
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those changes to other students. Though students do not need
one to become tutors, a faculty recommendation can be an
extremely effective encouragement. Buchman says that he
takes making the Writing Center a vibrant place very seriously,
and wants to support as much diversity in the tutoring staff
as possible.

S

tudents and alumni can take their work to the Writing
Center to see their writing through to its next stage. But
where do faculty turn for support with their writing?
In some cases, their work is edited through a formal, highstakes, bureaucratic process. When Coontz writes for The
New York Times, items are unceremoniously cut, edited, and
then quickly published. Peer-review5 processes in some ways
epitomize the idea of high-stakes writing, as peer-reviewers
can possibly unravel the work of years of research if they
find that the work is unsound. And though Mellis regards
the feedback from her editor at The Believer to be helpful
and insightful, she is still told to cater to the publication by
lowering her word count.
But faculty writers are supported overwhelmingly by close
friends, former teachers, friends made during undergraduate
and graduate school, and small writing groups. Coontz runs
her writing by her husband, who helps her prune it to suit
her audience. Koppelman, too, credits her husband (also a
writing teacher at Evergreen) with helping her to keep high
standards for her writing, a practice that started when they
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5   A peer-reviewed article is one that has been through a process where
qualified readers in the author’s field assess its ideas, methodologies, data, and
wording to ensure that the author is using practices legitimate to the field.
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were both students at Evergreen. Buchman and Koppelman
both mentioned getting support from former teachers and
colleagues. Mellis says that though she has had talented and
influential writing teachers, she has learned as much or more
from her peers about writing. De Acosta says that at any given
time, he is working with a small group of six to twelve friends
and acquaintances who will read his work, and visa versa.
These partnerships and small communities provide valuable,
long-term support for the slow and ongoing process of
developing one’s writing. Taking the faculty I interviewed as
examples, I believe that the relationships students are building
now can help and inspire them much later down the line.

E

“

ach faculty member at Evergreen has strongly held values
around pedagogy, and it’s one of our great strengths at
this institution,” says Buchman. Obviously, these interviews
only graze the surface of our faculty’s values and practices,
especially considering that I was only able to interview a small
number of them. Just as faculty at Evergreen are diverse in
their teaching styles and backgrounds, each student comes
from a unique educational and cultural environment. Faculty
can only begin to respond to the collection of histories and
aspirations, ideas and matter, that constitute each student. The
pedagogical relationship is like any other: a messy meeting of
experiences and expectations.
But from this cross section, I can stipulate some conclusions:
Evergreen faculty prioritize critical engagement and
intellectual reflection over mechanics. They seem to care,
primarily, that they see active thinking that reflects on the
troubling, exciting, and puzzling things that come up in
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academic discussion—“A mind at work on the page,” as Mellis
puts it. But, as educators, they do care about mechanics and
grammar, and so does the majority of the literate world.
Like faculty, I want to help my peers write from their chosen
perspective with the style, voice, and skills to carry their writing
where they want it to go. But, as a tutor, I also want to help
my peers communicate with faculty who are still learning,
themselves: from their continual involvements in their fields,
from their co-teachers, and from students—from you. Faculty
spend so much time reading our work, and we spend so much
time writing it, that we should all benefit from feedback as a
collaborative process. We should be able to look on our work
as writers with a sense of accomplishment.
Only you know what you must give voice to, yet only another
reader can report back to you how it is heard. What do you
need from faculty feedback to improve your writing? What
would it take for your writing assignments to help you make
meaning of your experiences at Evergreen? ◊
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